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Officers and Committee Members
Give them all your support; let them know what’s done well, what you enjoyed,
any new ideas. Write to the Newsletter Editor and get any Land Rover thoughts
printed and off your chest. Most importantly, get along to the events, get involved
and get more out of HBLRO by putting a little in.

Chairman. Steve Aston,
Tel: 01256 841584 Mobile: 07785 350565 Steve.Aston@HBRO.Co.UK
Secretary

Elton Jonsson, Elton.Jonsson@HBRO.Co.UK

Treasurer. Sarah Duffett, Tel: 02392 349797 Sarah.Duffett@HBRO.Co.UK
Competition Secretary

Mark Ambler, Mark.Ambler@HBRO.Co.UK

Membership Secretary.
Kevin Wood, Tel: 01256 896958 Kevin.Wood@HBRO.Co.UK
Newsletter Editor & ALRC Liaison
Steve Kirby, Tel 020 8287 0377 Steve.Kirby@HBRO.Co.UK
Rights of Way and Green Lanes.
Julian Mallard, Julian.Mallard@HBRO.Co.UK
Social & Camping Secretary
Hugh Duffett, Tel: 02392 349797 Hugh.Duffett@HBRO.Co.UK
Permits Officer. Dennis Keen, Dennis.Keen@HBRO.Co.UK
Safety Officer and Newsletter Distribution
Roy Friend, Roy.Friend@HBRO.Co.UK
Special Events Secretary (BAFMA).
Neil Tomlinson, Tel: 07771 923893 Neil.Tomlinson@HBRO.Co.UK
Web Editor

Ian Parker, HBLRO.online@Googlemail.com

Challenge Events & Driving Days Secretary.

Richard Salter, Tel: 07711755865 Richard.Salter@HBRO.Co.UK
Scrutineers:- Mark Ambler. Andy Bunyan.
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Editor’s bit....
Deadline for the next issue is June 20th. Don’t wait until
then, start sending in your contributions now. Articles can
be in almost any word processor format but if you have
taken photos but do not wish to write anything, just e-mail the
photos to me. Ideally, identify the driver in each case where you know
their name. Technical tip here, add the driver’s name to the filename of the photo
so they can’t be mixed up or separated. My e-mail is Steve.Kirby@HBRO.Co.UK

Steve Kirby, Editor.

Steve’s Slippery Slope
So here we go then, the sun has returned the temperatures are starting to
lift and the mud is starting to harden.
Don’t get me wrong I love muddy fun as much as the next man, however with
the going getting firmer more of our green lanes become passable when you are out
on your own and we can start to use all areas of our RTV sites and really start to
stretch the legs of our 4x4’s.
I have just about finished servicing my Discovery, I have changed all the
lubricants throughout, changed all the filters, installed a new fuel lift pump, replaced
all the brake pads, changed the water pump/power steering pump belt, changed the
alternator belt, changed the power steering fluid, and so on. I thought that I had
nearly finished, only to realise that I still need to switch some of radius arm bushes
out, install a new set of hand brake shoes, fit a missing bump stop, sort out my bent
drag bar, replace the grease in the swivel joints, repair a bashed in head light,
replace a ripped out window rubber, try and figure out why the rear window heater
does not work, stop the rear sunroof from leaking, repair a hole in the rear silencer,
change the rear wheel bearings......... I think that you are getting the idea. My list
just seems to be getting longer. But I figure that most of you are also in the same
boat with a list of jobs that just doesn’t seem to stop.
You will recall my thoughts about the presentation evening in my last article,
well I am pleased to say that I thought that the presentation evening was a total
success and I managed to put my nerves to one side and ‘knife and fork’ my way
through a 40 minute speech and trophy presentation.
Thanks to those that helped with organising the evening, a big thanks to
Hugh and Sarah for organising the quiz and another big thanks to all the members
who took the time to attend. I also want to again congratulate our trophy winners
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for their sterling efforts and again state how proud we are of not only the winners
but all of our members for their contributions throughout the year.
My only mistake being to get my wife to take a series of photos of me
presenting the awards to each of the winners and whilst I consider myself to be a
tall, trim and handsome fellow I really do not photograph quite as well as I would
like. I think next year we will just have pictures of the trophy winners and I may
well step back a pace or two. You will find a full roundup of the trophy winners and
observe the offending photos in the later on in the mag.
Following on quickly after the presentation evening was the National Green
Lane clearance day co-ordinated by a splendid chap called Patrick Manuel of the
Wessex Hill runners. HBLRO was represented by our very own three amigos. These
being Julian Mallard, Nick Woodage and myself. Armed to the teeth with our
favourite hacking tools we showed a very overgrown lane in the North of the County
not to mess with us rufty tufty off-roader types. After a six hour thrash we finally
conquered the lane making it easily passable by the shiniest of the shinny’s. A job
well done.
A few weeks later we found ourselves back at one of our favourite sites
(Nelly’s Dell) for our next RTV. When Tim Whishaw stepped forward to run the
event I knew that we were in for a belter. And what a day we had. Again a very
strong attendance with 20 drivers signing on for what turned out to be a real treat.
Drying conditions offered a very slippery start to the day with more grip coming as
the day progressed. We saw strong performances from our front runners and
another good turnout for class 5. I can honestly say that toward the end of the day
it all started getting a bit tense at the top of the leader board and as you can see
from the results on the web site only 3 points separated the top 6 drivers. If you
weren’t there you missed something truly special.
After the Nelly’s RTV we were very pleased received an invite to exhibit
Newbury 4x4 show. This event is very well attended and gave us an opportunity to
promote our club to a very specialist audience. We set out our stall and sold our
wares. You will find an article on the event a little later in this mag along with a
photo of our stand.
Moving on to our web site. Working closely with Ian Parker we have made
some considerable changes to our ‘Calendar’ page. Whilst the layout of the page
remains unchanged you will now see that we are now showing a brief overview of the
RTV results within a day or so of the running of the event and that we are also
starting to include more notes and information on up and coming events. It is our aim
to use this page to keep you up to date with information on both what has happened
and what has yet to come. Please keep an eye on the site as it does offer us a simple
way to quickly communicate with you all. We feel that the layout and use of
different colour fonts make for a clear and easy to read page. Of course your
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comments/feedback is valued and if you feel any different or have any comments
then please let me know.
We have some breaking news from the MSA which will have an effect on
our planned half RTV/half winch day and on our members wishing to enter the Mike
Wolfe Challenge. A recent addition to the MSA rules regarding winch/challenge/
punch events requires all ‘drivers’ wishing to participate to be the holder of an MSA
competition licence. This will require ‘drivers’ to complete an MSA licence application
form and send this along with a fee to the MSA. So if you are planning to take part
in the Mike Wolfe Challenge (as a driver) YOU WILL NEED TO HAVE THE
LICENCE, no licence will result in you not being able to take part in the event. A
passenger assisting a driver with navigation and winch operation and not ‘co-driving’
need not be a licence holder.
You can apply for the licence ‘on-line’ or download an application form at this
web address:
http://www.msauk.org/custom/asp/splash/competitors.asp?chapter=193
If you wish to apply on-line you will have to register yourself with the MSA.
In each instance the licence you require is a ‘Cross Country non-race Clubman’ at
£23 per year.
As our planned half RTV/Half Winch day also now falls within the scope of
this regulation participants wishing to take part in the event will also need to hold
the MSA Competition licence. As a consequence of this we will be speaking to you at
the next few events to take your reaction to this news and to make a decision about
whether we continue to run the event or to just hold an RTV. By the time you read
this article the information will also be available on our web site.
Looking forward I am busting with excitement at what we have in the
pipeline. We have the Hook End RTV a fantastic venue with some very challenging
sections (lock up your sheep Mark!). Quickly followed by our Camping/Green lane
weekend being held at Coombe Bissett (just outside of Salisbury). Toward the end
of May we have the ALRC Nationals in Plymouth, with a good number of entries from
our club and the recent news that due to continued interest in the event the close
off dates have been extended I think we are headed for a cracking weekend.
On into June we have an RTV at a new site just outside of Kingsclere
(between Basingstoke and Newbury) with the Wye & Welsh Charity RTV toward the
end of the month.
I never like to wish my life away and usually relish each day, but flippin heck
I can’t wait to be back in the saddle competing with you all.
So as my old dad used to say “Sianara until next time”
Steve Aston, Chairman.
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Shiny Lanes Survey
I was talking to a few people and thought that it might be a good time to put
together the location of lanes that can be used by our membership to drive. In
particular I was thinking about easy lanes that everybody can use in the confidence
that they will not get stuck in and potentially be able to go out and drive on their
own. In particular this would be useful for shiny motors and disabled drivers to
access the countryside in the knowledge that they will not get stuck or need
assistance.
I am happy to coordinate lanes and check that they have full byway status and
then make the ‘database’ available to our membership. Members can then give
feedback on the status of the lanes if they feel that they no longer fall into the
‘shiny motor’ status, so that people don’t get stuck or bodywork damaged.
So what I need from everybody is the grid references of lanes in your area that
you feel fall into this category. This is your club and if you are interested in green
laning then this is your opportunity to put something back into the club in some small
way. Even if you don’t green lane but there are suitable lanes around you, please
email me the grid reference. If you don’t know the grid reference then give me
details of the closest main/side road and I will be able to find it on the OS maps I
keep.
The more lanes you can send to me the better, as it means that it will make an
outing more enjoyable as you will be able to plan a route by yourself, if you fancy a
Sunday drive in the county with family or friends.
You can email me on Julian.Mallard@HBRO.Co.UK

BAFMA - Enduring Rover 2010
Once again we have been asked if we could help with Enduring Rover 2010 which is
being run by the British Armed Forces Motoring Association. This event is aimed at
testing driving and navigational skills. The event will be taking place on Saturday 15th
May based in Longmoor camp on the A3 (SU793311). We will be running two events for
them: 1.) A continuous trial of about 2.5 km which will be in the morning, and 2.) An 8
section RTV in the afternoon.
There will be some setting up to do on Friday 14th, late afternoon / early evening. If
you have never helped with these events before don't worry, come along. You will have a
good day out on a training area that you would not normally get the opportunity to drive
on.
As this is being run on a military site we need to provide details of club persons who
will be assisting, if you would like to help please contact either me, Neil Tomlinson, or
Elton Jonsson and advise as to whether you are available for Friday afternoon, Saturday
or both. Further details will be forwarded once they are confirmed by BAFMA.
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ALRC NEWS
The Newsletter of the Association
of Land Rover Clubs
Issue 75
March 2010
ALRC NATIONAL RALLY 2010
The 2010 ALRC National Rally is being hosted by Cornwall & Devon Land Rover
Club at Newnham Park, near Plymouth over the Spring Bank Holiday weekend 29th31st May 2010. Entry forms can be found on their website at www.cornwallanddevon
-landroverclub.co.uk and you will also find the Supplementary Regulations, clothing
order form, application for trade stands and see the preparations already underway
all by clicking on the 2010 NATIONAL tab on the Home page. The clock is ticking on
entries and with events filling up your hosts C&D would urge you to get your entries
in as soon as possible to avoid disappointment.
At the time of writing no Club has yet volunteered to host the 2011 National
Rally, if any Club wishes to have any information regarding running a National Rally
we would be very happy to answer any questions.
Simone Birch ALRC Secretary
Countryside Issues
The Recreational sub group of LARA has announced that the Treadlightly! Trust
had been formed and registered as a charity in the UK. Funding has been provided
by the Welsh Assembly Government and the Countryside Council for Wales for
three years and a grant from the Vodaphone Foundation has been obtained to
employ a project manager. The Trust was launched at the Motor Bike Trade Expo at
the NEC and further promotion will be held at various shows including the British
Indoor 4x4 Show 2010 on 21st March at Bingley Hall, Staffs.
Tony Kempster ALRC Countryside Officer
ALRC MEETING DATES
ALRC meetings take place at NFU Mutual Tiddington Road, Tiddington,
Stratford-upon-Avon – all ALRC members are welcome to attend EGM and the AGM
meetings which are open to any member of ALRC EGM and AGM meetings start at
10.30am. Please note that ALRC Council meetings and Scrutineering and Off Road
Committee meetings are open only to elected representatives or their guests.
The next meeting is the Annual General Meeting when amongst other things rule
changes will be decided and club nominations for Council and the Scrutineering and
Off Road Committee will be announced.
S&ORC – 17th April, 11th September
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Council – 12th June, 16th October
AGM / EGM – 20th March (AGM), 10th July, 13th November all 10.30am start.
Gift to Competitive Clubs
Clubs are reminded that they can collect their free gift of 2 weatherwriters at
any ALRC meeting and that further weatherwriters can be purchased at £10 each.
The weatherwriters are A4 portrait weatherproof writing boards and have proved
to be very useful in our inclement weather when clubs are running events. A gift for
the non-competitive clubs is still to be sourced.
MSA CHANGES - Anti spill Kit
With effect from 1st January 2010; The Common Regulations for Vehicles (Part
J of the 2010 MSA Yearbook at page 157) includes a new section;
(J) 5.20.13. It is strongly recommended for all competitors participating in
single venue competitions to have available at their paddock base, and for multi
venue competitions to carry within their vehicle a self contained spill kit capable of
effectively absorbing minor spillages of up to 1.5 litres of all vehicle fluids – oils,
fuels, coolants, battery acid. Used spill kits are to be disposed of in accordance with
local or National guidelines.
The following supplier is are able to supply an individual spill kit for £6.95
inclusive of VAT & P&P Each kit will absorb up to 2ltrs.
Product details; Manufactured from hydrophobic polypropylene.
• Absorbs only hydrocarbons • Repels water
• Absorbs oil on both land and water • Unaffected by temperature
• Will not sink even when fully saturated • Capacity: 1 litre per pad
Would member Clubs please note that for bulk orders of 10 or more sent to one
address, we can do for £6.25 each. Our contact details are below. We accept credit
cards or cheques with order.
Richard Smith (ALRC Member of MROC), SPE Ltd, 10 Kingfisher Business Park,
Lakeside, Redditch, Worcs, B98 8LG Tel: 01527 529809, Fax 01527 524980 or
info@spe.ltd.uk or www.spe.ltd.uk
Would inter club competitors please note as from January 2010, Staffs &
Shrops LRC has added to their supplementary regulations the need for a spill kit to
be carried in all vehicles for RTV, CCV and Comp Safari.
The exact wording for the requirement is:-

"Competitors will be required to carry a minimum of 7.5 litre spill kit, secured
within the vehicle at all times".

S&S have made this decision as there are sensitive areas on the grounds that
we use, and do not feel that the 1.5 litre spill kit that the MSA recommend is
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enough to cope with any potential oil spills.
There is a link on the S&S website www.saslrc.co.uk on the Scrutineering News
page and the May Day Interclub page, where a 15 litre kit can be bought and split
between two competitors.
Non Competitive clubs & shows.
I have now booked the ALRC stand into this year’s magazine shows and the dates
and/or venues may be different from those published in the last ALRC news.
Here is the new list;
May 1/3 – Gaydon Heritage Run weekend. Warwickshire.
May 8/9 – LRO show, Driffield showground, Yorkshire
June 19/20 – LRO show, Bath & West showground, Shepton Mallet
July 16/18 – LRO show, Billing Aquadrome, Northampton
August 28/30 – LR Max show, Stoneleigh showground, Coventry.
August 28/30 – Manby 4x4 show, Manby Motorplex, Lincolnshire
September 11/12 – LRO show, Peterborough showground, Peterborough.
I would ideally like to have one or two competition motors at a couple of the
shows to help promote the motor sport side of the ALRC. If anyone would like to
display their vehicle at the above shows please contact me on 01204 396449 or
email, secretary@lightweightlandroverclub.org.
Sue Foster Non Competitive Clubs, Shows and Displays
NEWS FROM NFU

LAND ROVER DEAL
The NFU has negotiated a totally exclusive member discount on three of Land
Rover's leading models. This unique offer is only available Farmer and Grower
members
Why is the deal so great?

•
•

Save 5% on a Land Rover Defender, Discovery or Freelander
Discount is above and beyond what you can personally negotiate with the dealer

Claim your discount at any Land Rover dealer in England and Wales.

•

How do I get the discount?

Ring NFU CallFirst on 0870 845 8458 to request a voucher to Farmer and
Grower members

•

Take your voucher, NFU membership card and one additional form of ID to your
chosen dealer
The 5% discount will be applied at the point of purchase.
FBHVC NEWSLETTER No 1, 2010
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Sunday April 25 will be Drive It Day 2010 and such is the level of interest already
that we have published a dedicated page on our website just for member clubs to
advertise DID activities. Please do use this facility to promote your club’s DID
event - plus any other events throughout the year on the main events listing page –
and please don't forget to make sure that your club listing is up to date on our Club
Directory. Just go to www.fbhvc.co.uk and follow the links.
ALRC MEMBER CLUBS - Address changes for Clubs
Aylesbury LRFC – Rachel Taylor, 32 Landford Gardens, Bicester, Oxon, OX26 2NA.
01869 244894. taylorfamily3@sky.com
Hants & Berks LRO – Elton Jonsson. Elton.Jonsson@HBRO.co.uk
Red Rose LRC - Sue Maynard, 29 Highfield Road, Darwen, Lancs, BB3 2DN 01254
619567 / 0796 2268653. sueandsteveham@yahoo.co.uk
Somerset & Wilts LRC – George Swallwell, 60 High Street, Rode, Somerset, BA11
6PB. 01373 831437 / 07966888108. comp.sec.rtv@swlrc.co.uk
South Coast LRC – Ian Cosham, 54 Hawkins Crescent, Shoreham by Sea, West
Sussex, TN21 8AU
Peak & Dukeries LRC change of URL to www.panddlrc.co.uk
ALRC MEMBER CLUB INTER-CLUB EVENTS FOR 2010
CORNWALL AND DEVON LRC 2 DAY CHARITY EVENT – TO BE RUN BY WYE
AND WELSH LAND ROVER CLUB WEEKEND 26th/27th June 2010
Wye and Welsh have kindly agreed to run the 2 day charity trial normally run by
Cornwall and Devon Land Rover Club in recognition that the National falls just 4
weeks before the annual charity 2 day trial. The venue will be Maesllech Farm in
Radyr South Wales. W&W wish everyone to be clear that they hosting this for C&D
LRC on the basis it will be in the same format and the SR’s will remain the same.
W&W also want to make it clear that this is the C&D event and do not wish to take
any credit for the idea which has raised such much for charity over recent years.
For the last few years, the Cornwall and Devon Land Rover Club have organised a
very popular and successful 2 day Charity RTV trial, held traditionally on the last
weekend in June at Newnham Park, Plymouth. This novel idea came about in an
attempt to raise funds for some of their favourite charities. The event is run over
two days and the rule is that teams of three drivers compete against teams from
other clubs, promoting ‘Standard’ ALRC class vehicles and this format has attracted
entries from all over the country.
In 2010, C & D LRC are hosting the ALRC National Rally at Newnham Park, which
will be held in May, just 4 weeks prior to their normal charity trial. Understandably,
they had considered cancelling the charity trial due to the high workload and
efforts of their members in running the National Event.
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After they mentioned this at this year’s charity trial, we from the Wye and
Welsh LRC, volunteered to host the 2010 Charity 2 day RTV trial on their behalf, at
a venue in South Wales. The idea was to maintain the momentum and success that C
& D have attained and keeps the ball rolling in readiness for them to receive the
event back in 2011.
After lots of discussion and negotiation we have now arranged to host the event
at Maesllech Farm in Radyr, a couple miles north of Cardiff on Saturday 26th and
Sunday 27th June 2010. Radyr is about the only venue that we’ll be able to set out
20 sections apart from Clyro, which we’d like to reserve for the Basky in August.
The concept and idea of the trial will remain part of C & D’s contribution to the
ALRC calendar, so, the date will remain the same, the format will remain the same,
and the SR’s will remain the same.
From the campsite, C & D usually run the event over two venues, half the
competitors trial at one venue on the Saturday and then travel a couple of miles
down the road to the second venue on the Sunday and compete over another ten
sections. Meanwhile, the other half competes at the alternative site. All the team
members’ points are totalled up and the winning team is the one with the least
penalties.
To promote the idea that it should be a Standard RTV trial, the vehicles will comply
with any ALRC Standard class from 1 to 5, although one motor may be from the
Modified classes. Team members may double or triple drive, but it must be in a
Standard vehicle, so if one of the motors breaks down, they are not allowed to
share the Modified one.
The Wye & Welsh LRC maintain that this is Cornwall & Devon’s event and do not
want any credit for the idea or concept of the event that has proved so successful
in raising funds for good causes, it’s their baby and we would like to hand it back
still intact! We’re just helping them out of a tight spot. We know that the Wye &
Welsh can set tough and challenging RTV trials that are popular with members of
other clubs, so this is a great opportunity for W&W to host a further Inter-Club
event in 2010, which means that we are looking for volunteers to lay out two
separate RTV trials at Radyr for this Charity event and still allow a team to
concentrate on the Basky in August.
Please consider offering your time and abilities to your Competition Secretary,
Richard Hannam so that he can plan both events to be successful and challenging.
The Charity Event booking from can be found at;
http://www.wyeandwelshlrc.co.uk
Richard & Murray
RED ROSE LAND ROVER CLUB WAR OF THE ROSES 2010 2/3/4th JULY 2010
A flyer advertising this event and giving booking details has been circulated recently
to secretaries of member clubs.
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SOUTHERN ROC 2 DAY CCV TRIAL – AUGUST 7th/8th & COMP SAFARI
OCTOBER 2010
The Southern Rover Owners Club is planning to hold their annual 2 day CCV trial
and a Comp Safari in 2010, and would like to invite all ALRC member clubs. The
SROC annual two-day trial will be open to all ALRC competitive clubs, and will be
ALRC only. It is to be held at Knowle Farm, Broadoak, Heathfield, East Sussex, again
and will take place on 7th and 8th August 2010. The Comp Safari will be on 24th
October 2010 at: Monkings Farm, Northiam, East Sussex. The Comp will be open to
all ALRC competitive clubs, and also SCOR and Anglian Rover Owners Club.
Camping will be available at both events. The SRs will be posted on the club
web site (www.sroc.co.uk) prior to the events and will include an entry form as
part of the SRs.
MIDLAND ROC
11th Majors Memorial Trial 2010 – 18th/19tht September 2010 – Eastnor Deer Park,
Eastnor. Booking forms and further details will be available in due course on the
MROC website at www.mroc.co.uk
END

Wye & Welsh Charity RTV.
This 2 day team RTV event has been well attended by the Club over
the last couple of years, with HBLRO winning the LWB award last year. This
year the venue has switched to Radyr, just off the M4 near Cardiff whilst
the Newnham site recovers from the ALRC National. The event costs
£40.00 per vehicle for 2 days trialling with an additional £15.00 for a
camping pitch. If you are interested in participating or require more info,
then please contact Kevin Wood.
Wye and Welsh http://www.wyeandwelshlrc.co.uk/

HBLRO On-Line
Don’t forget to visit our Web site at www.hbro.co.uk
Also see the Association of Land Rover Clubs Ltd at www.alrc.co.uk
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TROPHY WINNERS ROUND UP
Once again congratulations to our trophy winners.
You should feel very proud of your achievements and we trust that your
year ownership of both the title and trophy serves to remind you of your
achievements.
Please find the roll of honour below:2008/2009 WINTER SERIES

1st place: Andy Bunyan
2nd place: Hugh Duffett
3rd place: Joe Stacey

2009 SUMMER SERIES

1st place: Hugh Duffett
2nd place: Kevin Wood

2008/2009 PILOT TROPHY (Class 5)

1st place: Joe Stacey
2nd place: Steve Aston

2008/2009 PERFORMANCE CUP (90’s)

1ST place: Tim Whishaw
2nd place: Hugh Duffett
3rd place: Kevin Wood

2008/2009 RED LEADER (Leaf Sprung)

1st place: Andy Bunyan
2nd place: Neville Dewdney

2008/2009 JUNIOR TYRO

1st place: Lucy Dewdney

2009 MEMBER OF THE YEAR

Richard Salter

2009 MIKE WOLF CHALLENGE CHAMPION

Henry Cox

2009 WALLY OF THE YEAR

Henry Cox

2009 BOOBS BUST

Joe Stacey

In the next issue of the magazine we will tell you a little more about these
trophies and what you have to do to get yourself in the running
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NEWBURY 4X4 & VINTAGE SPARES DAY
Flippin electrickery....With the Newbury 4x4 and Vintage spares days just a
couple of days away I find myself once again under the Discovery. Its Friday
evening and I need to collect the club trailer from Kevin’s place over at
Whitchurch on Saturday. So what’s the problem I hear you thinking?
The thing is that I had so much fun at the recent Nelly’s Dell RTV that I had
managed to rip all the wires out of the back of the trailer electrical connector.
So I am now looking at a bunch of seven wires hanging out the back of the car’s
wiring loom and seven terminals in the back of the connector with not many clues
as to what wire goes where.
With darkness approaching I start stripping the plastic sheath back and
‘tinning’ up the wire ends, it’s then off to my brothers to connect my car to his
trailer and by a process of elimination find homes for all the wires. Finally with
brakes, lights and indicators all working I am ready for the weekend.
Saturday came and I made my way over to Kev’s to collect the trailer.
Hooking up the trailer took just a few minutes followed by a thirty minute drive
up the Newbury show ground to reserve a good spot for our stand. I met with the
show organiser and had the pick of the place. I dropped the trailer and secured
an area with canes and bunting.
I woke early Sunday after restless night thinking about how the day would go
(and worrying that I would over sleep). The plan was to meet Julian Mallard and
Roger Brummell at the show at 8.00 am. Arriving at around half seven the site
was already buzzing with a long line of traders and exhibitors queuing at the
security gate. Finally getting through I made my way over to our area. The trailer
and bunting looking like I had never been away.
After a beautiful sunny Saturday this Sunday morning although dry (thank
goodness) was over cast and a little disappointing. I quickly set about getting the
club gazebo and vinyl signage out and of the trailer and started to set up. Within
a few minutes Julian and Roger arrived in Julian’s 90. Like a well oiled machine
(not) we put the gazebo up and attached the sides securing the whole thing down
by tying it to the cars and also using a couple of old tent pegs.
Ian Parker had provided us with some promotional boards showing some
photos of various club members green laning and competing in RTV’s etc. We were
grateful for the boards as to be honest the stand did look a bit bare. On closer
inspection it quickly became clear that the photos were pretty old, what assisted
me in reaching this conclusion was one of the shots of Hugh with hair! No matter
though as the pictures were great and I knew that people would come and look at
them.
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By half nine we were set up and ready to go. We were armed with a load of
flyers, a handful of membership application forms, a bundle of our new ‘business
card’ style handouts and a large amount of enthusiasm. We still had half an hour
to go before the gates opened so Julian (armed with a list of parts required) took
the opportunity to disappear off on his first (of many) scouts around the show
before the masses arrived. We did not see him again for quite a while!
We were now in the lull before the storm and I had a chance to take a
breather and gather my thoughts. I quickly realised that it’s was kind of odd that
I have always done my best to try to avoid people handing out flyers in the local
town centre or outside our superstore as they are usually trying to talk me into
signing up to some new fangled credit card with all sorts of features that I really
do not need. And I have always thought that I really would not like have to be one
of the flyer-giver-outerers who, it would appear, often spend the whole day being
completely ignored (or avoided) by just about everyone. So it was with some in
trepidation that I was now just a few minutes away from having to do exactly
that – give out flyers.

At just after ten the gates opened and the show came alive, it soon became
clear that this was going to be a very, very different experience to the days of
gloom that your average flyer handing out person would usually expect to have.
Within minutes we were chatting with passersby about their off roading
activities and talking about all aspects of our club.
This was going to be an experience I was going to enjoy, as once the initial
contact had been made and a few simple questions had been asked it was
fascinating listening to the many different reasons why people were at the show,
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where they had come from, what club they were currently a member of (or not),
what they were driving, what they thought about what they were driving, what
they wished they were driving and so on.
Roger hit the bull’s eye first with a chap very keen to sign up and come along
to some of our events. However I was not far behind with a good amount of
interest being generated.
I was gob smacked to learn that there we people who had travelled in from
just about every corner of the UK. There were Series nuts, there were Disco
nuts, there were 90 nuts, there were Rangie nuts; there were people who did not
even have a Land rover. There were people looking for parts for unfinished
projects, there were people looking to just make contact with parts suppliers,
there where people looking for parts that they had smashed on their last trip out.
There were people that worked on the land and there where people that worked
in suits, there were people with money to spend and there were people running on
a very tight budget. There were people that had been off roading for thirty
years and there were people who had just bought their first Land Rover. There
were youngsters and there were oldies. The scope was enormous and we talked to
them all!
Time started to fly, Midday came and went, we then whistled past one and
then two, my concentration only broken by the appearance of an assortment of
our club members attending the stand at various times (which gave us a nice
break).
Three o’clock arrived and the crowds started to thin by half three it was just
about all over. My final encounter was my most unusual. I approached two guys
and quickly found out that they had made the trek over from Belgium just for
this show. They explained to me in their very best continental English ‘We come
to this show every year as there is just nothing like this in Belgium’. Now there’s
an opportunity I thought to myself.
Feeling completely knackered and strangely satisfied we started to wind
down. Combined we had promoted our club to over 150 people many expressing an
interest in the events that we organise, taking a flyer and confirming that they
will take a look at our web site and our events calendar. Some were keen to take
away membership applications confirming that they would be signing up and one
guy handing us a cheque on the day.
Whilst I had considered our sole objective was to gain new members two
other objectives became clear during the day, these being to raise the profile of
our club and to really enjoy chatting with other people about something that we
all have in common, the love of all things Land rover, off-road driving and the grin
factor that this give us.... and I believe we achieved them all.
Steve Aston.
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Wye & Welsh Charity RTV.
This 2 day team RTV event has been well attended by the Club over
the last couple of years, with HBLRO winning the LWB award last year. This
year the venue has switched to Radyr, just off the M4 near Cardiff whilst
the Newnham site recovers from the ALRC National. The event costs
£40.00 per vehicle for 2 days trialling with an additional £15.00 for a
camping pitch. If you are interested in participating or require more info,
then please contact Kevin Wood.
Wye and Welsh

http://www.wyeandwelshlrc.co.uk/

Caption Competition.
What is being said by whom and about whom? Send in your suggestions.
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Rotherwick green lane clearance Feb 2010
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WYE AND WELSH LRC BASKERVILLE CHALLENGE 2010
Wye and Welsh LRC Baskerville Challenge 2010 at Baskerville Hall
Hotel, Clyro Court, Clyro, nr Hay-on-Wye August 27th – 30th
Site is approx 15 miles West of Hereford on the A438.
Noon Friday - Camp site opens, booking in.
Saturday – CCVT, TYRO and Entertainment
Sunday – RTV, TYRO and Entertainment
Monday – TYRO, TIME TRIAL.
The Baskerville Challenge booking form can be found at http://
www.wyeandwelshlrc.co.uk/Baskerville%20Challenge%202010.pdf
Also available over the weekend: **on site catering 7.00am to 8.00pm**
Swimming Pool available at times stated in The B C Brochure Entries &
Camping are limited to ALRC member Clubs. Individual entries are welcome.
Caravan and camping site available, or stay in the Baskerville Hall Hotel
Clyro Court for the weekend.
Bookings for Thursday & Monday Night camping / caravanning must be made
on this form only to the Wye & Welsh LRC. Booking forms are available
from: - Peter Gladman, 7 Almond Drive, Cardiff, CF23 8HD
Returned by 20.08.10. If you would like confirmation of your booking,
please include an SAE with your application form.
The hotel has Double Rooms, Twin Rooms, Family Rooms and Dormitories;
Single Supplement. Please contact the hotel direct on 01497 820033 Fax
01497 820596 Web site: www.baskervillehall.co.uk E-mail
info@baskervillehall.co.uk

Land Rover Stolen.
Riding for the Disabled have had their green Land Rover 110 stolen
along with several hundred pounds worth of riding kit. Registration number
is L401 0HP. If anyone sees this or is offered dubious looking riding kit,
please call Andover Police on 0845 045 45 45. Thanks.
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Scrutineering News
Challenge Events - The MSA’s* latest clarification on the need for
competitors to hold competition licences for Challenge Events was posted
on their website on the 3rd February 2010 but not circulated to the
individual clubs so the MSA is reliant on their recognised clubs checking the
MSA website for updates which is not a very satisfactory state of affairs.
The Challenge Event regulations that appear in the Blue Book are just
the start as more regulations are planned – possibly ropes and shackles will
be specified next year. There is a great number of commercial challenge
events being run but these are very different from the ones run by our
clubs at the grassroot end of the scale. Any regulations on ropes and
shackle could have a knock-on effect on any recovery at an event.
The ALRC** was not consulted about any events that their member
clubs run but is not against safety rules and regulations where required.
An event could be run under the heading of a winch assisted trial but it
was noted that not all ALRC member club challenge events involve winches.
The MSA currently issue approx 1100 permits for off road events with
a large percentage going to ALRC member clubs. These events are
something that could be permitted by the CCMSA*** if insurance cover was
also arranged.
A letter is to be sent to the MSA outlining our concerns on how the
MSA regulations are having an impact on grass root level motorsport.
So as things stand, the ruling applies now. You’ll need a Clubman’s licence
which will cost £23. I can send an application form and notes by e-mail to
any member needing it.

Steve Kirby.

HBLRO representative at the ALRC.
* MSA = Motor Sports Agency.
** ALRC = Association of Land Rover Clubs.
(National body for Land Rover Clubs. HBLRO is a member)
*** CCMSA = Cross Country Motor Sports Agency, a wholly owned
subsidiary of the ALRC.
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Coombe Bissett site

Approx location of
Summerlands
Caravan park.

Kingsclere Site

Approx location of
Kingsclere site.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2010

Events in italics are provisional so please check for updates
and maps on our website:-

http://www.hbro.co.uk/calender.htm
Date
May
Saturday 1st to
Monday 3rd

15th
Sat 29th to 31st
June
Sunday 13th
26th to 27th

Site

Event

Summerlands Caravan Park,
College Farm, Rockbourne
Road, Coombe Bissett,
Salisbury SL5 4LP. Map ref
109235.
See web site for more details.
Longmoor camp on the A3
(SU793311).
Newnham Park, Cornwall.

Social caravan/camping weekend.
Green lane event Saturday 1st.

Kingsclere (between
Basingstoke & Newbury)
See wyeandwelshlrc.co.uk

BAFMA Enduring Rover 2010.
See details on page 7.
ALRC National Rally
RTV (Summer Series 2.)
Wye & Welsh Charity RTV.
See article on page 13.

July
2nd - 4th
25th

Lake District
RTV - Chichester Quarry
CORE Chichester Off Roading
Experience.

War of the Roses
RTV (Summer Series 3)

August
28th to 30th
September
12th

Hook End Farm

RTV Details later.(Summer Series 4)

Broxhead Common, Bordon

RTV & Drive round. Details later.
(Summer Series 5)

October
3rd

4x4 & Vintage Spares Day
Slab Common.

Newbury Showground. HBLRO will
have a stand.
RTV / Fun Winch split day -

Date and Site to be confirmed

Mike Wolfe Challenge 2010

31st
November
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Regular Events
* Last Wednesday of each month, Noggin & Natter at The Hogs Lodge,
Gravel Hill, Clanfield, Petersfield, Hants. PO8 0QD just off the A3, grid
ref. SU714174 approx (From 7:30 p.m. Plus Land Rover related videos if
possible.). Tel 02392-591083.
* Green-lane trips will usually be as advertised elsewhere. There will be
someone present to indicate rights of way on the maps. Please bring your
own maps of Hampshire and Berkshire, in case you get lost. If there is a
lot of rain on the few preceding days, anticipate postponement.
I’ve printed the dates of everything I know about at the moment
on the previous page, so get your diaries out! Note that provisional events
are printed in italics. Will event organisers please let me know when any of
these is confirmed / changed / cancelled etc.. Major changes, cancellations
etc. Will be highlighted in bold text.
Green laners:-See article(s) elsewhere for details of the next trip(s).

Copyright Notice:Unless otherwise indicated, articles and items in this newsletter
(except those that refer to forthcoming events) may be reproduced
without prior permission on condition that the author and the HBLRO are
acknowledged. References to forthcoming events may be published only
with prior written permission.

Disclaimer
All business advertisements in this newsletter are placed on
a commercial basis by the companies and individuals concerned. The
inclusion of an advertisement is not an endorsement by Hants & Berks
Land Rover Owners Ltd of the company concerned or its products and
services.
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Inside back cover
picture (colour).
Bottoms up at the Nelly’s Dell RTV march 2010.

Tim Dormer at the Nelly’s Dell RTV march 2010.
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Neville Dewdney at the Nelly’s Dell RTV march 2010.

Cover picture
(colour).
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